
3D activity: 

Arrange the animals from left to right, in order of decreasing size. Show your child the five cubes, and arrange 
them in order of decreasing size. Explain: The animals have decided to live together in a tower! Each animal 
needs their own flat in the tower, and the cubes are the five ‘flats’. Ask your child to help you decide which 
animal needs the largest flat. Ask your child to give the largest flat to Elephant. Stick the elephant picture with 
sticky tack to the corresponding cube and put it to one side.

Encourage your child to focus on the remaining animal pictures and cubes. Ask: Who needs the largest flat now? 
Agree that it is Fox. Ask your child to give the largest flat to Fox. Stick on the fox picture as before. Continue until 
all five animals have been allocated the right-sized cube – their flats.

Now build an animals’ tower together, using the cubes. Show your child how easily the tower falls over if they 
are not placed in order of size. Explain that the animals need a stable tower – one that won’t fall down when the 
animals are inside. Show and explain: The biggest cube (Elephant’s flat) must be at the bottom, then one that’s 
smaller (Fox’s flat), then one that’s smaller (Rabbit’s flat), then one that’s smaller (Mouse’s flat) and finally the 
smallest (Butterfly’s flat). Congratulate your child on building a stable tower with suitable flats for each animal!

2D activity: 

Show your child how they can also make the animals’ tower from squares on a sheet of A4 paper. First 
demonstrate how to check that the squares are in the correct order by placing one square on top of another 
(superimposing the squares), and check that you can still see the one underneath. 

Once all the squares are in a pile in the correct order (largest to smallest), slide the top square (Butterfly’s flat) up 
the page. Continue sliding the squares up the page until they form a stable tower for the animals. 

Now ‘accidently’ knock down the tower and ask for your child’s help to build it again. When they have 
sequenced the tower correctly, ask them to line up each animal next to each flat and then glue the squares onto 
the paper and the animals on top to show them in the flats. Congratulate them again on building a stable tower 
with suitable flats for each animal!

 Pictures of 5 animals of 
different sizes

 5 squares of different sizes 
(flats)

 Cubes in 5 different sizes 
(flats)

 A sheet of A4 paper

 Sticky tack and a glue stick

15–20 minutes

ANIMAL TOWER 2

Your child can match cubes/flats of decreasing size to five animals of decreasing size. 
Your child can assemble five differently sized squares correctly to make a stable animal tower.

To develop comparative and sequencing skills (with 2D and 3D objects)
To practise matching by superimposition
To practise size vocabulary (e.g. large, smaller, smallest)
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Cut out each picture separately, around the square edge. Cut out each square separately, directly around it’s edge (with no white showing).
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